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LIST OF SYMBOLS 
I Set of all integers 
X ~ Cartesian product X X ' "  X X where n 
n 
is a natural  number  
Set of all sequences 2 = ( . . . , x - l , x0 ,  
x l ,  . - . ) ,  where x~ E X,  i E I 
• • • , a .  ; t l ,  . .  • , t,] The n-dimensional  cylinder set, i.e. the set of 
all sequences 2 E X ~ such that  x a = 
a l , ' " ,  xt~ = a~,where  a lEX , - . ' ,  
a .EX  and tl E Z ,  . . .  ,t~ E I, ( tl 
• .. ~ t . ) ;  we denote for simplification 
In1, " ' "  ,a~] instead of [al ,  . . .  ,an ; 
1 , - . .  ,n]  
5:x The z-algebra generated by the system of all 
cyl inder sets on X z 
{E, ~,  ~} Infinite probabi l i ty space, where E is the set 
of e lementary events, ~ the z-algebra of 
events and g a probabi l i ty measure d fined 
on 
{Y, y, p(y)} Finite probabi l i ty  space, where Y is the set 
of e lementary events, y is an arbi t rary 
e lementary event from Y, and p(y)  is, for 
every y E Y, a posit ive number  such that  
~_, p (y )  = 1. 
YEY 
In  this case, the probabi l i ty  measure of any 
part  A C Y is completely defined, be- 
cause we have 
p(A)  = ~p(y) .  
YEA 
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In this paper we develop some applications ofthe mathematical theory 
of information to the study of a finite abstract random automaton. 
Automata do not always act in accordance with a well-defined program, 
i.e. with a well-defined law. The human brain as well as the computers 
are far from acting in an tmequivocally-determined manner. Noises of very 
differing nature alter the unequivocally-determined functioning of the 
automaton. At a first approximation e may leave aside the existence 
of such noises. But going deeper into the matter one cannot bar the 
existence of these noises, hence the necessity for introducing prob- 
abilities in automata and exploring adequate ways to reduce, as much as 
possible, the influence of noises. The main aim of the paper is to answer 
this question: how may a random automaton be used, in spite of noises, 
as a nonrandom deterministic one? The answer is: it is possible if we 
make a codification i this random automaton. 
A finite abstract random automaton is a mathematical obiect (Oni- 
cescu, Guia~u, 1965)I: 
IA, X Y, p(°)(a, x), ~(a,:o(a', X'), ~(a.~)(Y)} 
composed by three nonempty finite sets A, X, Y and three probabilities 
p(°)(a, x), ~(a.~)(a', x'), v(a.~)(y) for each a E A, a r C A, x E X, x' E 
X, y E Y. The set A will be denoted as the set of states of the automaton, 
the set X as the set of input signals and Y the set of output signals; 
p(°)(a, x) is the initial probability of the state a and the input signal x, 
for every pair (a, x) E A X X, ~(~.~)(a r, x') represents the transition 
probability of the automaton from its state a with the input signal x, 
in the state a t with the input signal x ~, in the next moment, for every pairs 
(a, x) E A × X, (d, x') E A X X; ~c,.,)(Y) represents he probability 
of the output signal y, if in the previous moment the automaton was in 
the state a with input signal x, for every pair (a, x) E A X X and every 
element y E Y. 
A finite abstract random automaton has two distinctly different com- 
munication channels. The first one is A X X --~ A X X and the second 
leads from A X X --* Y, the first being the transition channel, the latter 
the output channel. If ~(~,~)(a', J )  takes the values 0 or 1 only, for each 
(a, x) E A X X and each (a', x') E A X X, on the transition channel 
there are no noises at all. Analogically for ,~.~)(y). 
The probability of finding the automaton i the state at, if at the pre- 
For more restrictive definitions ofthe random automata see Rabin (1963) and 
Salomaa (1965). 
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vious moment its state was a and the input signal x, is 
e~o,~(a') = ~ ~o,~(a', x'). 
x~EX 
Let us now presume there are no noises in the ~utomaton, i.e., 0(~,~ (a') 
and v(~,~)(y) take the values 0 or 1 only, whatever a~ E A, y E Y and 
(a, x) E A X X may be. ~ore  precisely, in this case only one a' C A 
corresponds to the pair (a, x) as well as a single output y ( Y. Conse- 
quently, there ~re, in this case, two mappings: ~ transition mapping 
~: A X X -+ A and an output mapping ~: A X X -~ Y. Thus in this 
case the abstract random automaton reduces to ~ Mealy automaton 
(Mealy, 1955) [A, X, Y, ~, ~}, to which we must add the initial state a0 
for which 
p(°)(a0, x) = 1. 
xEX 
H we consider that the pairs (a, x) E A X X ~re statisticelly in- 
dependent, hen the detailed functioning schema of the finite abstract 
r~ndom automaton has the following structure (Onicescu, Guiasu, 
1965): 
tAX  X, (al x), p(°)(a, x)} --~'(~'~)(Y) ; IY, y, q(X)(y)} 
1' 
{A × X, (a, z), p('(a, z)} ~(°'~)(Y) , [Y, y, q(~(y)} 
IA X X, (a, z), p(~)(a, x)} ~(a.~)(y) ~ IY, y, q('~+l)(y)l l '  
where the recurrence relations between these probabilities are, as it may 
be seen in our schema 
p(~+l)(a', x') -~ ~ p¢~)(a, x)~'(~.~)(a', x ), 
(a,x) E nXX 
q(~+l)(y) _~ ~ p(~)(a, x)~,(~,~)(y). 
(a,x) E AXX 
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This recurrence relations yield that p <O) (a, x ) , ~ (~, ~) (a', x' ) and v(a ~) (y) 
for all (a, x) E A X X, (a', x') E A X X, y E Y determined all other 
probabilities of the schema. 
In this form, the transmission over the transition channel corresponds 
to a Markoff chain completely determined by the initial probabilities 
p(0)(a, x) and, respectively, by the transition probabilities ~(a,x)(d, X') 
for each (a, x) E A X X, and (a', x') E A X X.  Thus, a finite abstract 
random automaton is, after all, a usual system for transmission of in- 
formation with one channel, i.e., the output channel of random automa- 
ton and one source. At the source of this system the pairs (a, x) E A X 
X are not statistically independent, but form a Markoff process com- 
pletely determined by the probabilities p(°)(a, x) and ~(~.=)(a', x') for 
every (a, x) E A X X and (a', x') E A X X. I t  is very important to 
draw attention to the fact that in this case the Marl~o~an character of 
the source is a direct consequence of noises on the transition channel of the 
random automaton, characterized by transition probabilities ~ (~,=) ( a', x') 
fo r (a ,x )  C A XXand(a ' ,x ' )  E A XX.  
Consider now the source, i.e., the infinite probability space 
= {(A X Z) ' ,  ~x~,  ~}. 
The source £ will be called the inner source of the random automaton. 
The probabilities p~°)(a, x) and ~(=,.>(a', x') for all (a, x) E A X X,  
(a', x') ~ A X X completely determine the probability measure i* on 
5:~4xz because 
~([(a0, x0), (ai ,  xi) , . . .  , (a~-i , x~-i)]) 
= p+)(ao, x0)~(=0a0>(a,, xi) -.- ~(~_2.,=_=)(a~-i , x~-i) 
for every (a0, Xo) E A X X ,  - . .  , (a~-i, x~-l) E A X X. We suppose 
that the inner source of the automaton is stationary and ergodic, i.e. the 
corresponding Markoff process is stationary and ergodic. 
Let Mso the output channel of the automaton, i.e. the family of prob- 
ability spaces 
and we suppose that this channel is stationary, without anticipation, with 
finite memory m and mi-dependent 2. For every (a,"x) E (A X X) ~, 
v(~) is a probability measure on f ir .  We suppose that we know the 
values v(~.~)(B) of all cylinder sets B from ff~ ; then the probability 
measure v<~.~) is completely determined. 
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We consider the product probability space 
{(A X X) ~ X Y~, 5:(.,x.~)xY, ~} 
where the probability measure ~ is defined by 
× N X P) = f dlz(a,x) 
JM  XN 
For all definitions of information theory see Takano (1958) and Feinstein 
(1958). 
with M X N E YAxz, P E Yr .  
Now let S(~ ) , " "  , -n'~(~%') be all n-dimensional cylinder sets of the 
form 
S~ = [(a,, x,), . . .  , (an ,x , ) ]  
wi tha i  C A, xi E X, (i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ) ,n  > m, wherea = cardA '  
b = card X, and also let y(1)n_m, "'" , y(c--m)n_~ be all (n - m)-dimen- 
sional cylinder sets of the form 
Yn = [Y,~+I, "'" , Y,] 
withy~ C Y , ( i  = m+ 1 , . . . ,n )  wherec = cardY.  
For each k, 1 - k -< c n-m, we define the number ik such that 
y(k) ~ ~(,q(o ~(s(~)x  n-~,  = max ,~  X Y~)  
l <~i ~ anb n . ' 
and let the event 
c~--ra 
= V (~)  "~ 
k=l 
The correspondence between S(~ ~) and Y(~)-~ represents the most 
probable correspondence b tween - ,  '~(*) , " "  , ~,,,e(=%*) and, respectively, 
Y(~)_~. The set S(~ k) X Y(~)-~ represents he most probable association of 
the n-dimensional cylinder sets S~ ~) . . .  ,q'~%*) from the inner source j ) ~n  
of the automaton with the (n - m)-dimensional cylinder set Y(~)_~ 
from the output of the random ~utomaton. The set M~ is the tmion of 
these sets for all (n - m)-dimensional cylinder sets g <*) . . .  v<~=-~') 
i.e., the most probable association of the n-dimensional cylinder sets 
s~l) . . .  ,q(a"b~) with the (n - m)-dimensional cylinder sets ~-(~) 
• , . V (c ' -m)  
THnOnE~{. Let 
{A, X,  Y, p(°)(a, x), £(<~)(a', x'), ~(a,~)(y)} 
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be a finite abstract random automaton such that the output channel of the 
automaton is stationary, without anticipation, with finite memory m and m~- 
dependent. We suppose also that the inner source of the automaton is 
stationary and ergodic. Then, if 
E ~(a,x)(a t, X t) log 1 
(~',~')~x~ ~(o,~)(a', x') < C, (2) 
for every (a, x) E A X X, where C is the capacity of the output channel of 
the random automaton, then, for every e > O, there is a natural number 
no(e) such that for every n >= no(e) there is a code~:  A ~ X X ~--~ 
A" X X ~ for which 
co( M,~) > 1 - ~, 
where M,~ is given by the equality (1). 
Proof. From Shannon's first codification theorem (see Takano, 1958) 
we have the assertion of the theorem if the entropy of the inner source 
of the random automaton, H(£) ,  satisfies the condition H(£)  < C. 
Let £~ be the finite probability space of ~11 n-dimensional cylinder sets 
of the form [ (a l ,x l ) , . . . , (am,x~)]  with a~ E A, x~ E X, (i  = 1, 
2 , . . - ,n )  and we put 
H (°) = - ~ p(°)(a, x) log p(°)(a, x), 
(a,x) E .4 Xx 
p(°~(a, x) ~ ~(,,~)(a', x')log ~(~,~)(a', S) .  
(a,x) E AXX (a' ,xt)E A XX 
- -  ~'~ ~( [ (a l  , x l )  , - "  , (a=,  x~) ] )  
(al,x 1) ~ AXX," • .,(an,xn) EAX X 
• log/z([(al,x,) , . . .  , (a~, x~)]) 
= - -~  p¢°)(al, xl)~(al.~o(a2, x~) (3) 
(al,Xl) EAXX," • . , (an,~) EAX X 
"'" ~(a~_i .... 1)(a~,  x~) [ log p(O)(a l ,  xx) 
+ log ~(a l ,x l ) (a2  , 0:72) -~  " ' "  -~- log ~(~--I .... ~)(a, ,x~)] 
= H (°) + (n  - 1 )H ,  
because, from stationarity of the inner source of the random automaton, 
it follows that 
p(°)(a, x)~(a.~)(a', x') = p¢°)(d, x'). 
(a,x) EaX x 
H _~_ - -  
We have 
H(£~) = 
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Then, from the usual definition of the entropy of a stationary ergodic 
source of information (see Takano, 1958) we have 
H(2)  = lira H(2 . )  _ H, (4) 
n-*+~¢ n 
and from (2), (3), (4) we have 
1 H(2~) = ~ p~°)(a, x) ~ ~(~.z)(a', x') log 
(a,~) ~ aXX (,,',x') c-~ XX ~(~.~)(a I, x t) 
< C ~ p(°)(a, x )= C. 
(a,z) E A XX 
Remarks. (1) The condition (2) gives an appreciation of the correla- 
tion between the transition channel and the output channel of a random 
automaton, and if the noises on these two channels atisfy the condition 
(2), then we may effect a codification. As a consequence of this codifica- 
tion, in spite of noises, the random automaton  may be used, with a large 
probability, as a nonrandom deterministic one. 
(2) If there are no noises on the transition channel of the automaton,  
then 
~] ~(o,~)(a', x') log 1 - 0 
(a',x')E AXZ r(a,x)(a t, X') 
and because the condition (2) is evidently valid, there is always a cod- 
ification in this case. 
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